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要 約. HF 의 振動的 1-0 遷移過程에 回轉運動이 重要한 影響을 미친다는 問題를 半古典的 三 
次元方法으로 硏究하였다. HF의 振動 energy의 大部分이 回轉運動으로 移轉되는 것을 理論的으로 

詳細히 計算하였 다. 振動 energy 가 並進運動으로 移轉한다는 從來의 理論으로는 HF 의 振動的 

建laxation 過程을 說明할 수 없음을 指摘하였다.

Abstract. The importance of rotational transitions in the vibrational deexcitation of HF(1—>0) 
in HF+Ar collisions has been investigated by a semiclassical three-dimensional approach. Because 
of the inclusion of rotational transitions, this study gives vibrational transition probabilities 
which are very large compared to results of conventional vibration-to~translation energy transfer 
theories. Currently available experimental studies suggest that this effect is important and has to be 
included in rigorous calculations.

1. Introduction

Recent experimental studies show that the 
self-deactivation of hydrogen halides (HX-HX) 
cannot be explained by a simple vibration-to- 
translation (VT) energy transfer mechanism.1 
Conventional VT energy transfer theories2 give 
vibrational relaxation times which are several 
orders of magnitude longer than those of 
experiment. Both experimental1 and theoretical3 
studies support that the mechanism of vibration- 

to-rotation (VR) energy transfer is the dominant 
process in such collision systems. Although 
there are not enough experimental data availa
ble, le indications are that the deexcitation of 
HF(0=1) by Ar is similarly much faster than 
those predicted by VT energy transfer theories. 
In such a collision system, the VT theory 
treats the deexcitation process as the removal 
of the vibrational quantum ho)by the transla
tional motion. However, in the deexcitation (or 
excitation) of molecules such as HF, the 
coupling between rotation and vibration is 
usually strong so that the rotational changes 
accompany the vibrational transitions. Therefore, 
the problem of simultaneous vibrational and 
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rotational transitions is both interesting and 
important.

It is the purpose of this paper to show the 
importance of rotational transitions in the 
deexcitation of HF （r=l） which is in interaction 
with Ar, Consideration of rotational transitions 
requires the summing of the simultaneous 
probabilities over all possible rotational states in 기 

deriving the thermal average probability. We 
shall use the semiclassical theory which was 
developed by Lawley and Ross2 * 4 and recently- 
extended by Sorensen5 * for the formulation of 
the simultaneous transition probabilities. By 
solving the classical equation of motion, the 
transition probabilities will be obtained in ex
plicit forms. In sec. 2, the interaction potentials 
are derived in appropriate forms for the study. 
The explicit expression of the deexcitation pro
bability is obtained in sec. 3, and the calculation 
is presented in sec. 4. Although the importance 
of intermultiplet transitions was noted in ref. 5, 
we shall not include it here. Furthermore, it is 
not intended to investigate the temperature de
pendence of the probability in the present paper; 
rather we study the importance of individual 
rotational transitions on the overall deexcitation 
process. AVe shall therefore carry out calculations 
at one temperature, namely 300 °K.

2. Perturbation Potential

The potential energy which determines the
relative motion of the collision system is expres
sed by the Morse-type function

I冷）=D[exp（"号）-2exp（g_鑫）]⑴

where r is the relative separation of the colliding 
partners. To derive the perturbation energy 
which is responsible for the vibrational and
rotational transitions we start with the sum of 
two atom-atom interactions:

z

Y
Fig, 1. Geometry of the collision of HF with Ar in 

the center-of-mass system with the molecule 
fixed at the origin and the Z axis aligned 
with 아incident dire마ion of Ar. The 
spherical angles of 바le axis of HF are 6 and. 
0- The direction of Ar is given by the 
angles 6 and 0.

USh，，f）=q{| exp（/7모） ；

一2楹址一끄）+exp侈一끄）］｝ （2） 

where 尸h/f represent, respectively, the Ar-H 
and Ar-F distances; see Fig. 1. At the relative 
separation r greater than the equilibrium bond, 
distance do, we can approximate these two atom- 
atom distances by 7*H,F='  + pF，H（do+z；）cos7, 
where Ph,f=〃zh,f/（秫h+?”f）, x is the displace
ment of the bond distance from its equilibrium 
value, and 丁 is the angular coordinate defined 
in Fig. 1. When these distances are substituted, 
in Eq. （2）, we find
U（r, x, 7）=Z） exp（/ 一 工）「exp（-으虽-cos 7）
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T- exp （—cos ；）」一2 Z）exp （号一-；） 

「exp（一号Ucos ;j 丄exp（——纟旦《cos「）］

（3） 

where d=d^+^. The perturbation potential 
obtained in the first order of the vibrational 
amplitude is then （oU/dx）x^x\ i. e. , 一 （oil/ 
ox） x=o is the angle-dependent perturbing force 

/'）• The potential derivative evaluated ^=0 
is

（题흐） =Z）exp（Z——'「）「-PE-expJ"F*cos 「）
\ ox / .r=o \ a, ! - a \ a I

——?旦一 exp（一一也％—cos 了） jcos y

— *XP 伤一力］흥 exp（里普cos’） 

一史'브- ex』—」으座L cos r} 'cos r. ⑷ 
a \ 2a J

Numerically, pf=0. 95 and oH=0.05 so the 
exponential factors which are due to the Ar-F 
interaction can be linearized. On the other 
hand, the factors representing the Ar-H inter
action are very large and cannot be linearized; 
we express them in a polynomial form

. exp J普 cos "=（房）} S （2”f 2 

（a）Pn（cos ⑸ 

in which Pn （cos 丁）is responsible J—*■ j土n rota
tional transitions. This expression indicates that 
the Ar~F interaction leads to 顶一土 1 transitions 
only, but we can show in the numerical section 
below that the perturbation of the molecule due 
to the Ar-F interaction is neglible compared to 
the Meet by the Ar-H encounter. The second 
term of Eq. （6） represents the effect of molecular 
attraction.

By introducing the recursion relation for 
Pn （cos cos we now write Eq. （6） in the 
form

（器「）『 = 쁭（긊exp（"£）

I W（nH）/，，T（a）R（cos7）

+ 丄（a）R（cos 7）H=1 2
-辭 （쯔） 加（5］

-뽕 （응）-*  exp（＞阳

［邑 S+以”+顼을）R（cos7）

+ 务「；-（응）"。”）

-쁘 （으）-Ws〕

三씅 （昜广 0exp（z-£）

where a=p^dja, Lt,2 （a） are the modified 
Bessel functions, and Pn （cos 了） are Lengendre 
polynomials. Since 內«1, the second- and 
higher-order terms in pH can be neglected. 
Then, Eq. （4） becomes

S/n S）R （cos T、）

旋 （읏化g））］
（7）

=D ex x=0
쓰工즈_片 

a \2a!

where

ff）（⑦）=】3/2 （G , fx （履=2Z5/2 （纟）+71/2（上）

驾（22以"+/）巳（皿7*  7 

一쁭 cosjJ—Dexp 修—£） 

"뿌 （긍）'寄서 以* （응）

Pn （cos 了） cos 7 — i°H-cos 了 （6）
a J

E = （fg） 

+ 诚“_丄（抄 ； 担그2.

In the region of strong interaction exp 修-毅） 
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is very small compared with exp and

furthermore 九(a/2) is smaller than fn(a) for 
given values of n and a; so the second term in 
Eq. (7) due to the inclusion of the molecular 
attraction term —2D exp^ —in V(f) may 

be neglected.

3. Transition Probabilities

Simultaneous Transitions. To derive
the transition probabilities, we express the 
vibrational state by the function |”〉and the 
rotational states by | 顶所〉，which are spherical 
harmonics Yjm (了，E),专 being the azimuthal angle 

< defined in Fig. 1. The advantage of using 
these basis functions has been discussed in 

,detail by Lawley and Ross4 and recently by 
Sorensen5. The total wavefunction of the 
internal motion of the molecule can be expanded 

.at time t in the unperturbed harmonic oscillator
■ and rigid-rotor wavefuncions as

= 믜。〉LM〉exp「2-旧 + 4

Cum，护侦($) (8)

where &=方々)@ + .) and E~ (fi2/2l')j (J+1).

"The expansion coefficients Cvjm9 四，招(t) determine 
the probability amplitudes for transition from 
the state (pjm) to 3了2 at t. By introducing 
this expression into ihand by use

■ of the variation-of-constants procedure, Lawley 
- and Ross obtained the following coupled equa- 
■tions4?5

沥务= g务 W)]c(t) (9)

where the matrices A(t) and U are 

-A-vjmt 廿 g （*） =〈〔히 I <3씨 （ 票 ）*_ （产 成疗矿〉

4玖小 (10)

Ug 卯叫=島 力씨 "配〉 (11)

with AEvjiv>/ — Ev> —Ev~r — Ej. In Eq. (10),
the rotational matrix element takes the form

51R (cos 7)LM>=(-)시MM (ooo)

(2丿71)1/2 (2丿"+1)1/2 (12)

where the integration is over the angles 0 and 
ip. In this expression the Wigner 3~j symbols 
are related to Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as

嗦;)(2c+Q"=(、一、)eyg\c—3〉. (13) 

Sorensen gives the solution of Eq. (9) to the 
first order in A, i.e., C⑴(")• With this solution, 
the transition probability (vj—can be 
written as

-I 2%，心=亏「느w(冗,*，(8)| (14)
2 丿+ 1 끼" 1

For the present collision model we can obtain 
the matrix element in the form

4，g'j'm' (f) = ( ) 2 吃(pF*) (二：/2a) 2

'乙3 '丄

力「Dexp(Z—^V„(a)-21/2

D exp(号一 如)九(a/2)]<z/0이j0〉 

<Zjrnmf0\jm^> exp (—-孕-0&小叮)(15) 
' ri /

where 玉=〈이功寸‘〉. It is sometimes convenient 
to use the 3~j symbols instead of the vector 
addition coefficients. Using symmetry conditions 
and other useful relations5 and neglecting 
intermultiplet transitions in Sorensen's formula
tion, we then obtain the transition probability 
for the present interaction system in the form

Pvj, v>j> (E, Z>) = (r/2a) (oF/a)2(x/K)2 (2/ +1)

1 ~\2 、—(2D)Zf,(a/2)/4(EM)J (16)
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where

E)exp(Z——；)exp(TME/^) 

dt (17)

Ja(E, 6) = f D% exp(§_£)
v —oo \ 厶 乙 a /

exp(一泊LE/方)我 (18)

with JE=AEvj, the subscripts "R” and "4" 
of J refer to the integrals due to repulsive and 
attractive interactions, respectively. In the 
above expressions, E is the initial relative energy 
and b the impact parameter.

Trajectory. We now proceed to the evaluation 
of the integrals given by Eqs. (17)and (18)・ 
In these integrals, r will have to be parame
terized in time t through the solution of the 
equation of motion. A standard treatment of 
the dynamics of an encounter starts with the 
derivation of the trajectory r(?) from the 
equation which can be written as

t= (,”/2) 1/2£. ME(비计― U(r)〕

' (19)

where ll is the reduced mass of the collision 
system and r° is the largest root of the radical 
in the denominator. The potential U (r) in this 
equation is given by Eq. (1). As r approaches 
zero, the interaction potential becomes strongly 

repulsive, i. e., the factor D exp(/—in Jp

or -成-)in JA takes a very large

value. To facilitate the calculation, we replace 
the integration along the real axis by an 
integration in the complex t plane. To carry 
out this integration, it is convenient to divide 
Eq. (19) into two terms:

f ”/2)차]二〔U(r)+E(硏')2-dr

—J二〔U(r)+E(〃r)2—E)T/2dr] (20)

The limits of integration suggest that the first 
integral is a time scale characteristic of the 
duration of collision. Therefore, we define

(0/2)i/2〔J；：U(r)+E(〃r)2一剧 T"ar

as the collision time and denote it by t, which 
-is a function of both E and b. In the region of 
strong interaction, the second integral can be 

approximated as dr, which can

be integrated analytically; in the latter integrand 
we only need to include the repulsive term o£ 
U(广).Then, the expression for t is

t=i--ia^y'\D exP(/__7)] 1/2

or

D exp(/—二)=—(2伊2)(£—£「) ~2 (21-2)

It 아lould be noted in Eq. (21~1) that the first 
term on the right-hand-side, i. e.} r, contains 
the effects of molecular attraction, while the 
second term does not. As will be shwon below, 
the exponential part of PI；,七，(E, b) is solely 
determined by the first term.

In writing the time dependence of the inte
grand in Jr (and J a) we note that AE, the 
inelasticity, is the internal energies that are 
taken away by the translational motion during 
the deexcitation process. For 0顶一transitions, 
we have 厶[j,(+1) (J4-1)),
and for the deexcitation process AE=
一柚+(说2J)〔/(/ + D一项(顶+D〕. Both pro
cesses can be treated by a single expression of 
the inelasticity in obtaining the transition proba
bilities; we shall therefore write the exponential 
factor in J^(and Ja) by exp (汨，E|/方)，where

Journal of the Korean Chemical Society
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|應 I=I 瞞+-券[/ (/+1)-j (J+1))1

For the excitation of both vibrational and 
rotational states, the energy supplied by the 
translational motion exceeds 方(刀. From the 
inelasticity expression given above it is abvious 
that lesser energies are involved for the excita
tion of the oscillator state accompanied by 

the deexcitation of rotational states so the 
probability associated with such processes can 
then be large.
In the complex t plane, the singularity occurs 
at and r{t) determines the trajectory 
only in the neighborhood of zr. In many 
molecular collisions involving diatomic mole
cules, I For such cases, we can
introduce Eq. (21-2) in JR(or J?) to represent 
the entire integration path since the most 
important contribution to the integrand comes 
from an interval 们 Then, the integral JR now 
takes the specific form

L=-"J 七쯰d缉也法 (22)

Since there is a branch cut from iz along the 
imaginary axis to /oo, the integral cannot be 
evaluated simply as the residue at the pole 让. 
However, it can be replaced by an integration 
along the contour, which extends from £oo, 
encircles the singular point, and then follows 
the branch cut back out to Zco. 7 The result of 

such a contour integration is

山=4次」普L exp(_l씌£) (23-1)

Ja=2兀(2,”)*  “exp(— ) (23-2)

To complete the evaluation of the trajectory, 
it is now necessary to calculate the collision 
time r, which can be expressed as

Vol. 18, No. 1, 1974

T 号)히; * (狗

where V=U(r) +E(^/r)2 and rz(V) is the 
derivative of the inverse function r(V). Since 
卩* is the potential energy evaluated at r#, it 
is very large and can be taken as oo in compa
rison with E, The inverse derivative rf (卩)is 
di伍cult to derive because the potential is a sum 
of the. exponential and inverse-power law terms. 
The inverse-power term contains the impact 
parameter, which should be included in calcu
lating total transition probabilities. To avoid this 
operational di伍culty, we first derive the colli
sion time r0 for b=0, and then include the 
effect of nonzero-^ collisions by comparing 旬 

with that for the effective potential formulated 
as the sum of the Lennard-Jones (12-6) potential 
and the centrigufal energy term E(Z>/r)2. This 
procedure of obtaining t is employed as the 
best of the alternatives. The inverse derivative 
obtained for b=Q is 

”(V)=—梃斤"a°=a, as=y把,

釣=0, @3/2=一2^,

Upon substitution of this sum, 
readily integrated to obtain
寸性•++)

° \ 2 丿 4 广 Q + l)

%=(),,•, (25)

Eq. (24) can be

十1/2
(26)

For the effective potential 卩(广)=4£)〔(。方)以 

—(c/r)6] + £(6/r)2, the inverse derivative is

r")= —=#7ir 言음 (27)

with

a°=_您쐄竺으, (4D)f

11 序E
a5/6=^44- (4Q)i/i电,

虹一聂(4吵冲，-
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If Eq. (27) is used in Eq. (24), it can be 나！。wn 
that 

£7/12+£ (28)

in which the term due to the crentrigufal po
tential E(b/r)2 is

5 。(12)(砰 Z>2
竝詩/扩'矿丿 "次))】万殍万2

(29)

Then, the collision time in the present model 
can be expressed as r=;()+*•

The complete expression for the transition 
probabilities is

% 〃(瓦 g 傷 )(쏘)2(추)%，+ 1)

( 4 碎次0끼 - (软)1/2지/EI

\ h 丿如 h

( ao q 2*/2  + 皂으£2_+ ...)一_丄
(Ei/2 + “E 3-E2 ) 144

（2砂）以
广 （프）

\JE\b2 1

ff(4D)1/12AE5/12 J

沌 j' nV 1 
스Ao 0 0丿 (2，z + l)

[■"一히으|-

(30)

With this expression the total transition proba
bility is defined as

Pvj9 v' j' (E) =—슬書i「2 rP打, (E, 6) b db (31)
TtT J 0

where r*  is a characteristic distance at which 
나le transitions are most likely to take place. 
(We shall determine this distance in the follo
wing section.) In Eqs. (30) and (31) the b- 
integral is simply

g』%exp （—呷즈一） 以

144 广（끼 技4D）"2松5/12 5、

=一5"題 S3戸"步 32）

Thermal Average of 尸打，心(£). AVe shall 
average Pvj, v>r (E) over a Boltzmann distribution 
of the initial collision energies and sum over 
the rotational states to derive the thermal average 
transition probability

玲(T) = £員,(2项+1) exp"-辛顶(项+ 1)』

JM%* ，"(E)exp(-咅)龙,(33)

where &r=h2/2Ik, I being the moment inertia 
of the molecule. By substituting Eq. (30) into 
this expression, we find that the essential part 
of the E-integral is

(牛) 1/2시』E I 

h
r°° ri7/i2 「 

蓦리。飞而*미-

（ r取 + 竺1 <2 + 里쓰空 \ 1
\ £1/2 -E 女」字丿」

exp（-齐敦 (34)

showing a product of two exponential factors 
with opposite dependence on E. The first factor, 
which came from the transition probability, 
increases very rapidly as E is increased, while 
the second factor multiplied by E represents the 
Boltzmann distribution, possesses a maximum 
at a moderate value of E, and decreases sharply 
as E increases in the range of physical interest. 
The integrand, • therefore, possesses a sharp 
maximum value at E=E*,  which is higher 
than the energy at which the Boltzmann distri
bution takes a maximum value. This situation 
indicates that the high-energy "tail" section of 
the Boltzmann distribution is mainly responsible 
for the energy transfer. By denoting the 
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exponent of Eq. (34) by g(E) and replacing 
the slowly varying preexponential part by 
jE* 17/12, we can evaluate the integral approxi
mately as

払=〕而奇方?E*S2  exp〔g(E*) 〕. (35) 

from E5712 in Eq. (32), so the inclusion of all 
possible nonzero-^ collisions leads to the appea
rance of the following factor in the preexpo
nential part of Fio(T):

rr(a/r*) 2(^T/z)

where
From g'(E*)=0,  we find

E*=L  負鍔_ (36)
r=72_r(ii/i2)rq/i2)7
57⑤珂顶W)—

whered을) j时 F
We also note that the product of Eq. (32) 
evaluated at E=E*  and the preexponential part 
of Eq. (37) is

i. e., % depends on the inelasticity. When g (E)  
and g" (E)  are evaluated at E=E  given by 
Eq. (36) and are introduced in Eq. (35) we 
-obtain

*
* *

A"(슈g 으

exp[-盖+捋驻％普為』.(37) 

To simplify the overall result, we use the 
following expression8 which relates the expo- 

:nential range parameter a to the Lennard-Jones 

■constant。•：

The coefficient of £5/12 in Eq. (32) can be 
written as

72 噫)^2(W)1/12aakT

5，(외 r z
'When the Lennard-Jones constant a in this 
-coefficient is replaced by Eq. (38), we find

72，(프) '(赫 以函

-

"The factor %5Z12 appearing in Eq. (37) came 
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(4 兀/3)s(%/杖(功・*)2.

Therefore, the final expression of the thermal 
average transition probability is

玲⑺=节涂为房）（4时祯2（等）z 

으）切日一2貉一）召（2j+l） （27 + 1）

ex/-地+业必-」丝顼 
PL kT -kT 2kT !1 .

員。（肮3■而Al厂〔九⑴負1—九⑴产 

三淨％汕,（T）, (39)

with

"『时S丿一了而厂，

where the vibrational matrix element is expressed 
as x^=hf (2Mha))1/2, M bein잉 the reduced mass 
of the oscillator. Since E is the relative energy 
before excitation of the molecule, the final 
energy is E — | AE |, so that we can write the

symmetrized energy The term

—\dE\/2kT in the exponent of Eq. (39) is 
due to this symmetrization. Equation (39) 
describes the transition process in which the 
oscillator is excited from v—Q to 1. To obtain 
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the thermal average transition probability app
ropriate to deexcitation
Pio(T), rather than to

of the oscillator, i. e., 
an excitation, we have 

merely to replace 一 | JE |/2kT by + | JE〕/2kT.
In the f시lowing section we shall calculate this 
probability.

In Eq. (39), the exponential factors exp〔4 
{Dy)1/2/~kT} and exp(16D/3^2kT) are due to 
the inclusion of the attractive potential term 

in calculating the collision

time. While the second factor is normally not 
significantly different from unity, the first factor 
can be very large and in some cases can even 
increase the transition probability by more than 
an order of magnitude. The term 6„(a) in the 
n sum is also due to the attractive energy, but 
it is usually very small compared to unity. If 
the purely repulsive potential — Dexp 

(/一一assumed, the resulting expression 

of Piq(T) would be identical to Eq. (39) 
except that the Q-dependent terms in the expo
nent and bn {a) in the .preexponential part are 
now set equal to zero.

4. Numerical Results and Discussion

We now calculate Pi()(T) at 300°K by taking 
the following molecular parameters:9"'11 H°=0. 917 
A, a-7.475 xlO14 sec-1, D/k^223°K which 
is obtained from Z)hf/佑=400°K and D^Jk — 

124 °K by use of the combining law, and ◎=
2. 906 A from(7HF^2. 394 A and。冨=3. 418 島 

The distance r  is calculated from the expres

sion12

*

T牛(？)叩

as L 83 A. The exponential range parameter is 
obtained from Eq. (38)as 0.187 A. When these 
values are used, the factor appearing in Eq. 

(39) as the coefficient of the j, jf and n sums is 
1.70X10-24 sec2.

The energy term % is proportional to the 
inelasticity as "c |匕伍广卷三[/晶，叮，卩/%對the 

j, jf sums in Eq. (39) appear in complicated 
forms. Although it is somewhat lengthy, a 
term-by-term calculation of these sums is stra
ightforward. The calculation of 3~j symbols is 
in general tedious, but those appearing in Eq. 
(39) are in particularly simple forms. For 
j+j' +担 is odd, the coefficient is zero, and for 

is even, it is13

(2)S)2={，(Z3g!/〔d)!(9—j”)：

(g—〃) !)}2

where g=(顶+/+U)/2 and

尸舟—「(顶+项’一门)! U+n-f)! (7 + w-j) !T/2 
,(力处)一L-----一(开了不謨D!-------------J.

The modified Bessel functions of low orders 
can be readily calculated; for higher orders it 
is convenient to use the relation14

+ l S) =厄느玖 g (a) t ；辭質嘉 

+(-)宀 expD ¥?(쓰#矗厂」.

The squared quantity [/n (a)]2
appearing in the preexponential part of Eq. 
(39) takes the values of 237, 1510, 2100, and 
1120 for 〃=0,l,2, and 3, respectively. How
ever, as n increases the values decrease rapidly; 
e. g., for ?z=4,5, and 6, we find 574, 170, 
and 27.3, respectively. Furthermore, these 

quantities are multiplied by (2n+l)0 0)， 

which becomes small as n increases. From Eqs.
(5) and (12), it can be 나】own that for OjTLj, 
the first j-rl terras in the 22-sum with even 
values of n including zero contribute to the 
overall value of Pio(T) but the main contribu
tion comes from the n=0 term. For
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Table 1. Calculated values of (逐(T) at 300 °K

j"=0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

j=0 . 434" .948 .832 .352 .153 .044 .007 .001 .000 .000
1 .740 1.97 1.90 1.42 .520 .239 .072 .010 .002 .000
2 .393 1.16 1.78 1.86 1.42 .558 .254 .082 .017 .000
3 .077 .414 .881 1.33 1.36 1.05 .410 -207 .072 .016
4 .008 .056 .246 .509 .776 .779 .602 .264 .134 . 052
5 .000 .007 .029 .117 .226 . 334 .280 .279 .121 .070
6 .000 .000 .003 -010 .039 .078 .117 .126 .102 .047
7 .000 .000 .000 .000 -003 .010 .022 .032 . 035 -030
8 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .002 .005 .007 -007

Values are in 10~7.

+«(»>!) transitions, the first k—n+l terms of 
the sum are nonvanishing, where k is the larger 
of j, /; the first several terms are associated 
with n, n+2, n+4, •••

Symbolically we can write Eq. (39) as Pio(T) 
oj，(T) for the deexcitation process.

(Note that the sum of all possible J—*顶土?z rota
tional contributions can be expressed as £ P”； 

J.n
W士(7、) •丨 Listed in Table 1 are the values of 
these individual j,jf terms of Ro (7), i. e., 

Therefore, the sum of the values 
listed in Table 1 is the probability of the vibra
tional deexcitation (1—>0) including all possible 
rotational transitions (j—+n, and j—* 
J—n). The values shown on the upper-right side 
of the diagonal entries represent J—>j + n so the 
inelasticity \AE\ is less than the vibrational 
quantum In these simultaneous vibrational 
and rotational transition processes, a portion of 
the vibrational energy is transferred to the 
rotational motion causing J—excitations, 
and the remaining energy is removed by the 
translational motion. The lower-left vlaues are 
for — n, which are associated with |4E]〉 

力⑴；in this case both vibrational and rotational 
energies are transferred to the translational 
motion. The diagonal entries represent purely 
vibrational transitions, i. e., j-^j or Jj=0.

For the leading term in the exponent 
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— 3yJkT is —51.6, while 4(Z)z)1/2/^T and 
16 £〃3 k얘 T are 4. 55 and 0.401, respectively. 
The factor [l~-bn(a)]2 in the preexponential 
part is 0. 961 so the overall effect of molecular 
attraction is to increase P10 (T) obtained for 

purely repulsive interaction U(厂) =Z) exp.—크) 

by a factor of 0.961 exp(5.06) =151.
We should point out the importance of ng- 

zero-Z> collisions in the deexcitation process. 
The inclusion of these collisions causes the 

factor ct:(a/r*) 2(^T/x) to appear in the preex
ponential part of P10(T). For example, the 
numerical values of this factor is 0.102 for 
助=0.

The function J； (a), which includes the effect 
of both Ar-H and Ar-F interactions, is 21 ^2 W 
+L/2(a) — 3h/pf)(2a/兀)s and takes the 
numerical value of 38.9. Of these three terms, 
the last one comes from the Ar-F interaction 
and its value is only 0. 090, so this interaction 
makes a negligible contribution to the overall 
transition process.

Several important results on the contribution 
of rotational transitions to the 1—>0 vibrational 
deexcitation process in HF~Ar are as follows, 
(i) As 아lown in Table 1, the contribution of 
쇠j=0 rotational processes to the value of P10(T) 
is important but is not 난re largest. The largest 
contribution(38 %) comes from procee-
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ses, the j—>j + l contribution being more than 
twice that of while only 23 % is due
to J—transitions. The，/=工2 proceeses are 
also very important; the sum of the contribu
tions coming from j—^j+2 and j-^j—2 is about 
24 % of the overall value of P10(T). The 8 % 
contribution comes from 顶一* 顶土 3. Less than 7 
% of Piq(T) is due to the remaining higher- 
order rotational transitions. In Fig. 2, we show 
the values of these individual contributions, i. 
e., £ Pm o/+m as a function of m. Therefore, 

j ■
in the present model, the inclusion of rotational 
transitions with 4/=±% increases the
transition probability Pi0(T) obtained for 厶j 
=0 by a factor of about 4. 3. (ii) Because of the 
rotational distribution function appearing in 
Eq. (33) takes large values between j—1 and 
3, the 顶=2 giving the largest value, individual 
terms in the j, f sums with the initial rotational 

quantum numbers 顶=1, 2, and 3 are larger than 
those with others; see Fig. 3 for the relative 
populations of the rotational levels at 300 °K.
(iii) For deexcitation process, the
transition probabilities rapi키y become small as 
흐 gets larger than 3, because more internal 
energies have to be carried away by the trans
lational motion, which is an ine伍cient process.
(iv) Table 1 shows that it is necessary to 
include many terms of both jt f and n sums to 
obtain thermal average transition probability. 
At least all terms up to j=8 with 4/=土5 have 
to be included in the calculation of P10(T). 

The contribution of lj-0j±6  is about 0. 2 % of 
尸io (丁). In addition, it is necessary to include 
n from zero to at least six for the n sum, but 
as pointed out above some of these terms vanish.

*

The j, f sums of the values listed in Table 1 
or the j, n sums of those shown in Fig. 2 give 
the overall transition probability P10(T) =2.87 
x 10'6. Only low temperature experimental data 
available at present give Pio(T) =8.3x 10~6 at

j-3 i-2 i-1 i j+l ”2 i+3 j+4 j+5 

FINAL ROTATIONAL STATE」，=j士n

Fig. 2. The heavy-line ordiantes give the val ues o£ 
S Pd,<jj±n for various final states ,土莒(i. e., j
for different values of 〃). The sum of these, 
values over n is P1Q(T).

294 °K, which is reported by Hancock and 
Green16. Since this is the upper-limit value1% 
it is not possible to make a meaningful compa
rison with the present calculation, but the 
agreement is reasonable. Another experimental 
study reported by Bott and Cohen比 covers the 
temperature range of 1300 to 4000 °K, but a 
simple extrapolation of their data to room 
temperature cannot be made because of the 
increased importance of molecular attraction at 
lower temperatures.

A final comment is in order concerning the 
use of conventional VT energy transfer theories2 
to calculate Pi0(T). To study the problem of 
purely VT energy transfer processes with such 
theories, we avera홍e the potential derivative 
given by Eq. (4) over 7■:

(쓰 ) 才 {[cos *뽀曾 ) - (溢。j
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Fig- 3. Thermal distribution of the rotational levels 
for 300 °K. The curve represents the distri
bution

戶=（2顶+1） exp[—
as a function of j. The heavy-line ordinates 
give the relative population of the corres
ponding rotational levels.

錦 시、罗）川cos* 쓰丄） 

七* j） 成"（弋씌J"©*" ，— ；） 

-去佃以礬）~（濫了）

g（-舞시+ RM 쁘判

-（溢）S（粤却}

Q exP（捉法）. （40）

Since —（沢〃3* ） = is the perturbing force, we 
can write the classical expression312 for the 0~*l  
transition probability per collision as the amount 
of vibrational enerey transfer divided by A（?j：

玲（E, 方） = 加侦히L（祭） m

exp （血）Hq} . （41）

The average of this expression over the impact 
parameter is

七쌔「（4으）
Mh心）产% Jo IJ -co X ox /x=o

|2
expG^/） dt\ . （42）
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Using the procedure described above to obtain 
Eqs. （30）〜（39）, we now find the thermal 
average probability for the 1—>0 deexcitation 
process as

泰느（而J/xp（-E/权） dE

J；5匚麋）『枷双

-器（끙『期쓰） 히糸广 

이우關3+虫綏

, 16 Z） . ho）"I “z+ 3 ^kT +~2kr\ @3）

where

and a small term in the preexponential part 
representing the effect of molecular attraction 
is neglected. Here | AE | is simply A co. We note 
that when the WKB wavefunctions are used in 
the distorted wave approximation15 for the 
perturbation energy given by 0 U/dx） x=o x, we 
obtain the same result. Equation （43） gives the 
numerical value 2. 74 x 10-9 at 300 °K, which 
is smaller than the value obtained from Eq.
（39） by three orders of magnitude. It may be 
noted that the SSH theory16 would lead to even 
smaller values, because it usually introduces the 
effect of molecular attraction by +D/kT in the 
exponent; i. e., in the SSH theory, the expo
nential part of Pio（T） is exp（—3%/虹T+Q//厂 

+ha）/2kT\ At 300 °K, exp（D/kT） =2.10, while 
exp〔4（£%）i/2/：*「+16£）/&^T〕=142, so the 
simple modification of Pi°（T） by exp（D/kT） 
for the contribution of molecular attraction in 
the SSH theory leads to the transition proba- 
bility which is smaller than that obtained from 
Eq. （43） by a factor of about 67. Therefore, 
the SSH value is nearly five orders of magnitude
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smaller than the probability obtained from Eq. 

(39).
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